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Manuals, stops, and pipes.
Oh my!



The Pipes

Pipes - one for each note.
Ranks of pipes - aka stops
Length of pipes, 8’, 16’, etc.



The Console

Manuals
Pedalboard
Stops
Divisions
Swell pedal
Registration
motab has 6 divisions and 206 ranks (147 stops), 11,623 pipes. (not the largest organ)
the bigelow (pictured above) has 3 divisions, 7 ranks, probably abt 400 pipes.



Identify Registration of  
Organ Recordings



Motivation

Instrument Recognition: harder but easier

Pedagogical

Practical

Because it’s there

harder: real world recordings, reverb, polyphony, mixing of stops
easier: essentially constant spectrum, constant volume between and during notes, simultaneous 
attack, simple nature of organ sound
pedagogical: what stops did a master choose?
practical: what stops should I choose to sound like X? (train on my organ, test on X) 



Organ Timbre

Stable

Predictable

Each stop distinct

Additive by combining stops



Harmonic Series

harmonic partials
mutation stops



Aeolus Stops (Middle C)

log-frequency
distinct harmonic patterns
point out bombarde, which we’ll see in 2 slides



Principal 8’ and Flöte 8’

Aeolus synthesis parameters
harmonic level (dB)
cue bombarde



Bombarde 32’

reeds - lots of harmonics



Spectrum Variation

Remember, each pipe is a unique instrument
Note how things get more sparse in the upper register. probably because we hear high sounds 
louder, so for balance it would be voiced to have high notes be softer.
principal  8 iirc



Multiple-Cause Mixtures

Figure 1: Log-frequency spectrogram of middle C played
on each stop sequentially of the Aeolus organ simulator.

harmonics (integer multiples of the fundamental)
appear to be a sufficient basis. Based on prelimi-
nary examination it will probably not be necessary
to examine the attack and transients.

Each pipe in a stop is a distinct instrument, and the
actual spectra can vary even within the same stop.
While not large, this variation may be sufficient to
derail classification, so I will develop a statistical
model of the stop (e.g. perhaps using a Gaussian
Mixture Model).

The harmonic partials are related to the fundamen-
tal frequency of the note, so the fundamental fre-
quency needs to be identified in order to use har-
monics as a feature.

Polyphony means multiple fundamental frequen-
cies. The notes and/or their harmonics may over-
lap the harmonics of other notes, complicating the
spectrum. However, since the first overtone (which
is the second harmonic—the first harmonic is the
fundamental) is an octave above the fundamental,
and music in up to 4 voices (as is much organ mu-
sic) tends to double only one or two tones at most
at any time, the patterns of interference are likely to
change enough to get a clear picture over time if we
accept and work around some uncertainty.

Combining stops is just causing multiple pipes to

Figure 2: The bars problem, designed by Földiák [Föl90].
The bottom group are the independent bases, and the
top group are possible by combining bases. Figure from
[Sau95].

sound simultaneously when a key is pressed, which
is an additive combination of sound. The spectra of
the stops combine linearly. So, given a recording of
a note played on the organ with an unknown reg-
istration, we want to determine which combination
of stops accounts for the observed spectrum.

This is similar to the bars problem (see Figure 2).
Saund [Sau95], Klinseisen and Plumbley [KP00],
Fyfe [Fyf97], and others use artificial neural net-
works (ANN) as a multiple-cause mixture model
for problems like the bars problem, including, in
the case of Klingseisen and Plumbley, instrument
separation. These approaches are unsupervised, so
they find bases without supervision but then have
no labels. I will use a traditional supervised ANN
variation.

I feel confident that an algorithm can be devised
with good performance on monophonic music with
multiple stops. Polyphony is a considerable chal-
lenge and the one where the bulk of the research
will probably lie. I believe reasonable results will
be achievable for music with at least two voices.
At that point I will explore separate divisions (two
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Bars problem: the bottom bases are combined to make the top. The cause of the top are multiple.



Principal 8’ and Flöte 8’

Imagine adding them together and the resultant harmonic spectrum



Neural Network
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Figure 3: Multiple-cause mixture model architecture,
from [KP00]. My network will be similar, except in the
way the ci,j are updated in a supervised manner instead
of unsupervised.

manuals or manual and pedal) with distinct regis-
trations. I will explore additional complexity (three
or more voices, swell, tremolo, etc.) briefly, to see
what the algorithm is capable of and where its lim-
itations are.

In addition I wish to explore a more general classi-
fier that identifies not specific ranks of a specific or-
gan, but the class of organ stops present. For exam-
ple, principal stops, flute stops, stopped flute stops,
reed stops, etc. This is dependent on getting a wide
enough variety of recorded data.

3 Algorithm

3.1 Training

There are two stages to training the algorithm for
a specific organ. First, stops will be examined in
isolation and a statistical model of each stop will
be constructed. This model will provide a vector
of harmonics for a given note. Second, a neural
network will be trained with randomly-chosen stop
combinations at randomly-chosen notes.

The statistical models of stops will account for vari-
ation in spectra through the different pipes, proba-
bly representing the harmonic partials with relative
strength as Gaussians. The model will produce a
vector of harmonic partial strengths, probably with
some noise added.

Although the neural network could be trained with
recordings of stop combinations, the number of stop
combinations is 2n for n stops, which is prohibitive
for live recording even for small organs. The iso-
lated stops could be combined by mixing audio
recordings, but the same effect can be achieved by
using the statistical models of the stops to generate
the harmonics for random stop combinations. This
should provide representative training data until
the network is fully trained. This method will be
compared to training on mixed isolated stop record-
ings for validation.

3.2 Identification

Once training is complete, the network will take a
vector of harmonics and output the set of stops re-
sponsible. In order to get the harmonics, the spec-
trum needs to be analyzed to find the fundamen-
tal frequency and pick out its harmonics. In poly-
phonic music, overlapping notes and their harmon-
ics need to be considered.

In monophonic organ music, the fundamental fre-
quency is easy to find. It is almost always the peak
with the most power and always the peak with the
lowest frequency. The harmonics are integer multi-
ples of the fundamental, but because of slight error
the harmonic must be found by finding the peak in
a small window around the harmonic frequency.

In polyphonic music, there won’t be one dominat-
ing peak in the spectrum because there may be mul-
tiple fundamentals. Not all fundamentals may have
the same power, either, as some may coincide with
the harmonics of others. Still, the lowest large peak
will be the fundamental of the lowest note, which
gives a starting place. The harmonics will be picked
as before, but some may be corrupted by the pres-
ence of other notes. This possibility will be ignored
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Harmonic
Partials Stops

This from klingseisen/saund.
Mine will be supervised instead of doing prediction (aka simple 2-layer neural network)
think it should work, but if not or if it doesn’t seem optimal may be other ML techniques to explore. 
But I don’t know off-hand which one support multiple outputs like a NN



Polyphony

c, e, g, c’
e has little overlap with c (one harmonic)
g little overlap with c or e (one maybe two harmonics)
c’ has more overlap, but still many of _its_ partials are untouched.



Hypothesis

Identify stops in isolation by modeling harmonic 
spectrum.

Identify stops in mixture with neural network.

Handle polyphony by picking fundamentals 
bottom up

Belief  “histogram”



Algorithm

Train statistical models on isolated stops.

Train neural network on random stop 
combinations generated from statistical models.

Find fundamentals, identify stops, build belief  
histogram until convergence.

Steps 1 and 2 are one-time, Step 3 relatively fast, since no learning.



Potential Problems

Multiple divisions 
(simultaneous hypotheses?)

Registration Changes

Sub/Octave Coupling

Swell

Tremolo

Celestes



Data

10 seconds of  each C, D#, F#, A in each stop

Monophonic melodies in each stop in isolation

Monophonic and Polyphonic music on one 
division with typical registration

Polyphonic music on multiple divisions

As many organs as possible

music pieces for testing, maybe a little training but without hoping to exhaust the possible 
combinations (random model-generated harmonics for that).



Roadmap

Data gathered—July 26

Stop models—August 2

Stop mixtures—September 6

Simple polyphony—Beginning of  October

Full polyphony—Middle of  November

Multiple divisions—December

Dissertation/Defense—End of  March


